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Abstract 1 

In a karstic field, the flow paths are very complex as they globally follow the conduit network. 2 

The responses generated from an investigation in this type of aquifer can be spatially highly 3 

variable. Therefore, the aim of the investigation in this case is to define a degree of connectivity 4 

between points of the field, in order to understand these flow paths. Harmonic pumping tests 5 

represent a possible investigation method for characterizing the subsurface flow of 6 

groundwater. They have several advantages compared to a constant-rate pumping (more signal 7 

possibilities, ease of extracting the signal in the responses and possibility of closed loop 8 

investigation). We show in this work that interpreting the responses from a harmonic pumping 9 

test is very useful for delineating a degree of connectivity between measurement points. We 10 

have firstly studied the amplitude and phase offset of responses from a harmonic pumping test 11 

in a theoretical synthetic modeling case in order to define a qualitative interpretation method in 12 

the time and frequency domains. Three different type of responses have been separated: a 13 

conduit connectivity response, a matrix connectivity, and a dual connectivity (response of a 14 

point in the matrix, but close to a conduit). We have then applied this method to measured 15 

responses at a field research site. Our interpretation method permits a quick and easy 16 

reconstruction of the main flow paths, and the whole set of field responses appear to give a 17 

similar range of responses to those seen in the theoretical synthetic case.  18 
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1. Introduction 19 

Characterization of the hydrodynamic properties of porous or fractured aquifers is a common 20 

challenge in many areas including: exploitation and protection of water resources, oil 21 

production, geothermal energy extraction, civil engineering, remediation engineering and 22 

storage of radioactive waste. Among many approaches (tracer tests, slug tests, geophysical 23 

investigations, etc.), this characterization can be accomplished using pumping tests, in which 24 

the values of the transmissivity and storativity parameters are derived from the analysis of the 25 

hydraulic responses to the aquifer stimulation (Butler 2005). However, in field conditions, 26 

many noise sources are unmanageable hydraulic contributions that can contaminate the signal 27 

induced by pumping, such as: aquifer recharge, river-aquifer interactions, evapotranspiration 28 

by plants, tidal fluctuations, or unplanned / unknown pumping at nearby water supply 29 

boreholes. For example, in unconfined aquifers evapotranspiration occurring during pumping 30 

tests may result in a spurious “signal” (see, e.g., Cardiff et al. 2009).  31 

To address this difficulty, harmonic pumping tests have been suggested as an efficient approach 32 

to characterize the hydraulic properties, by making the hydraulic signal exploitable even for 33 

low signal amplitudes and noises corruptions (Cardiff and Barrash 2015). The oscillations in 34 

the hydraulic responses caused by a harmonic excitation with a known frequency can, in fact, 35 

be more easily extracted from the ambient noises, by applying filtering techniques (Bakhos et 36 

al. 2014), than the hydraulic responses generated by a constant rate pumping. Harmonic 37 

pumping tests also offer the possibility of avoiding the non-linear regimes of groundwater flow 38 

by controlling the characteristics of the periodic excitation. This excitation can be conducted 39 

through a pumping-reinjection system (Rasmussen et al. 2003), or even without any pumping 40 

or injection, by only using a moving mass (Guiltinan and Becker 2015). Harmonic pulse tests 41 

by using cyclic injection rates have also been conducted by Sun et al. (2015) and Sun et al. 42 

(2016) in a deep subsurface aquifer for leakage detection. Harmonic pumping tests have been 43 
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especially investigated for their abilities for characterizing aquifers properties. The analysis and 44 

interpretation of the harmonic data for a characterization are most often realized with analytical 45 

solutions (Renner and Messar 2006 ; Dagan and Rabinovich 2014 ; Rabinovich et al. 2015). 46 

Among these attempts, Black and Kipp (1981) proposed solutions for analytical models, under 47 

the homogeneity assumption, to derive the average transmissivity and storativity parameters 48 

from harmonic test analysis. Rasmussen et al. (2003) applied an analytical model expressed in 49 

frequency form to interpret the piezometric data generated from harmonic pumping tests in a 50 

porous contaminated aquifer, in order to estimate the average values of the hydraulic properties. 51 

The numerical models have also been used particularly in the frequency domain instead of the 52 

time domain in order to reduce the computing time and to take into account the spatial 53 

heterogeneity of the hydraulic properties (Black and Kipp 1981 ; Cardiff et al. 2013). Modeling 54 

and imaging potential of harmonic pumping tests data were also already addressed in the 55 

literature for the reconstruction of the spatial variability of hydraulic properties (Lavenue and 56 

de Marsily 2001; Cardiff et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2016; Soueid Ahmed et al. 2016).  57 

Some works have focused more specifically on the capacity of harmonic pumping for 58 

characterizing fractured aquifers. Renner and Messar (2006) applied harmonic pumping tests 59 

on a fractured sandstone aquifer to deduce the average values of transmissivity and storativity 60 

fields using a cyclical hydraulic excitation by alternating pumping, no flow and injection 61 

periods. At the same study site Maineult et al. (2008) used the self-potential method to monitor, 62 

remotely at the ground surface, the piezometric fluctuations caused by these harmonic 63 

excitations. More recently, Guiltinan and Becker (2015) similarly conducted periodic slug tests 64 

on isolated fractures without any extraction or injection, only by oscillating a slug at different 65 

depths of the water column in the well, to characterize the hydraulic connectivity of the fracture 66 

using analysis of phase shift and attenuation of the signal with an analytical model. Schuite et 67 
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al. (2017) used tilt data recorded at the ground surface to follow the oscillatory deformations 68 

induced by harmonic pulses performed in a fractured aquifer. 69 

Among the works previously cited and dealing with this subject, none have sought to model the 70 

impact of spatial high contrasts of hydraulic property variations on oscillatory testing. In karstic 71 

aquifers, where low-transmissivity host rocks are directly adjacent to sparsely-distributed, high-72 

transmissivity fractures and conduits, such a scenario is clearly present and leads to flow paths 73 

particularly constrained. Wells in karstic aquifers therefore may be expected to have drastically 74 

different responses depending on whether they are located on or near a fracture or a conduit. In 75 

fact, the main flow paths in subsurface karstic field follow the conduit and fracture network and 76 

one would need to have an idea of its positioning for understanding the flow behavior (White 77 

2002 ; Saller et al. 2013). Commonly, karstic fields are described by their connectivity, whether 78 

the flows between wells follows a highly conductive path or not. Jazayeri et al. (2011) defined 79 

three types of hydrodynamic response to pumping and pulse tests, as a function of the degree 80 

of conductivity of the flow path network in the investigated karstic aquifer. The authors 81 

assumed that a short time lag and a high amplitude hydrodynamic response (conduit type 82 

hydrodynamic response) was the consequence of a high permeability and high connectivity 83 

between the observation well and the main flow path network (karst conduits that generate the 84 

large scale permeability of the aquifer), while ‘fracture type’ and ‘matrix type’ hydrodynamic 85 

responses were related to both a lower permeability and lower connectivity between the 86 

observation wells and the main flow path network. To be more consistent with previous works, 87 

this connectivity must be defined in term of property distribution as a ‘static’ or ‘topological’ 88 

connectivity, and in term of physical flow/transport processes as a ‘dynamical’ connectivity 89 

(Renard and Allard 2013; Tyukhova and Willmann 2016). 90 

In this work, we propose an oscillatory signal analysis method, based on a synthetic and 91 

simplified model, for qualitatively interpreting hydraulic responses of a karstic field to a 92 
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harmonic pumping test performed at different frequencies. This method consists in interpreting 93 

the ‘dynamical’ connectivity information from the responses in terms of ‘topological’ 94 

connectivity within the karstic field. In the first section of the manuscript, we present the 95 

mathematical framework used to simulate numerically, in both temporal and frequency 96 

domains, the groundwater flow responses to a sinusoidal excitation in a fractured aquifer. These 97 

numerical approaches are applied in the second section to a hypothetical karstic aquifer 98 

characterized by the presence of a simple karstic network. In the third section, we perform 99 

signal analysis by comparing point measurements of spatial amplitude decay and phase shift 100 

values with respect to the source of the oscillating signal at the pumping well to determine a 101 

conduit (conduit network), dual (fissure, conduit proximity) or matrix flow connectivity. 102 

Finally, we apply the same analysis method on real field data acquired on a karstic field located 103 

in Southern France. This signal analysis method permits an easy, fast and coherent 104 

interpretation of the preferential flow paths’ location on this site. 105 

2. Theoretical background  106 

In this article we use several terms such as harmonic, oscillatory, periodic, or sinusoidal signals, 107 

which all refer to the same idea of a signal defined by amplitude, a mean value and a period, 108 

repeating over time.  109 

The harmonic pumping signal Q used in this manuscript is mathematically defined as: 110 

   A mQ t Q cos t Q     ,                                               (1) 111 

where t is the time (s), Q is the time-dependent flow rate signal (m3/s), AQ  is the amplitude of 112 

the oscillatory portion of the flowrate signal (m3/s), mQ  is the flow rate signal mean value 113 

(m3/s), and 
2

T


  is the angular frequency where T  denotes the period of the pumping signal 114 
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(s). We note that this flow formulation reproduces only the extraction of water with a flow rate 115 

sinusoidally fluctuating around the mean value mQ . This flow rate signal can also be rewritten 116 

in a complex form: 117 

   osc. mQ t Q t Q    ,                                                              (2) 118 

with     t

osc. AQ t Q e  iRe , and i  representing the imaginary unit. 119 

In order to describe the hydraulic drawdown responses of a confined karstic aquifer in 2D to a 120 

harmonic pumping signal, we represent the aquifer in a model domain   with a coupled 121 

discrete-continuum concept (for more details about the coupled discrete-continuum modeling, 122 

see Teutsch 1993 ; Liedl 2003). We combine Darcy’s law and the law of conservation of mass 123 

in a 2D matrix domain (intact rock) containing a 1D discrete conduits domain, which gives us 124 

the following partial differential equations, both defined in the Cartesian coordinates 125 

dimension: 126 

 
 

 

 
 

 

S,mat mat s

el.

S,cond T cond T s

el.

Q th
S K h x x in the2Dmatrix

t V

Q th
S K h x x in the1Dconduits

t V

 
    




      
 

 ,           (3) 127 

where h represents the hydraulic drawdown which links the 1D and the 2D domains (m), Q is 128 

the harmonic pumping rate (m3/s) in an elementary volume elV  (m3) of the matrix or the 129 

fractures, s(x x )   represents the Dirac distribution where sx  denotes the coordinates of the 130 

pumping well that can be positioned in the matrix domain or in a conduit. 
S,matS  and 

S,condS  are 131 

the specific storages in the matrix and the conduits (m-1), matK  and condK  are the conductivities 132 

in the matrix and the conduits (m/s), and T  is the tangential gradient operator for the hydraulic 133 

equation in the conduits described as discrete elements at the internal boundaries of the domain.  134 
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Both governing equations can be solved numerically by following no-drawdowns initial and 135 

boundary conditions: 136 

   

    boundary

h x,y, t 0 x,y when t 0

h x,y, t 0 t 0 when x,y





   


   
 .                           (4) 137 

A sufficiently large equivalent porous media buffer zone encloses the model, in order to reduce 138 

the effects of the boundaries 
boundary  on the flows within the model area of interest. 139 

The nature of the excitation signal applied at the pumping borehole creates hydraulic responses 140 

h(t)  composed of a sinusoidal signature osc.h (t)  and a non-sinusoidal signature lin.h (t) , which 141 

must be eliminated to deal only with the harmonic component. 142 

osc. lin.h(x,y, t) h (x,y, t) h (x,y, t)   .                                             (5) 143 

The hydraulic periodic signature osc.h  can be expressed in a complex formulation:  144 

    t

osc.h x,y, t H x,y e 

 iRe  .                                         (6) 145 

where H  is a complex number representing the wave phasor at the given frequency.  146 

Therefore we can compute numerically the harmonic responses due to the sinusoidal signal of 147 

the pumping rate by a reformulation of the time domain groundwater equation in a frequency 148 

domain (Black and Kipp 1981; Cardiff et al. 2013): 149 

   

   

A
S,mat mat s

el.

A
S,cond T cond T s

el.

Q
S H K H x x in the2Dmatrix

V

Q
S H K H x x in the1Dconduits

V

 

 


     



       


i

i

 ,             (7) 150 

with H  the complex field variable which links the 1D and the 2D domains and describes the 151 

harmonic signal responses spatially. 152 
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In the frequency domain the initial and boundary conditions become: 153 

   

    boundary

H x,y 0 x,y initially

H x,y 0 when x,y









  


 
 .                                        (8) 154 

The amplitude and phase offset values of the response to the harmonic pumping signal at a 155 

given position  x, y  are calculated from the complex variable H  value: 156 

- Amplitude:        
2 2

A x,y H x,y H x,y  Re Im  in m, 157 

- Phase offset:       
180

x,y H x,y , H x,y   


atan2 Im Re  in °,                     (9) 158 

with Re  the real part of H , Im  the imaginary part of H , and atan2  the two-arguments 159 

inverse tangent function in radian mode (rad). 160 

Then the time-dependent periodic response can be reconstructed as: 161 

     osc.h x,y, t A x,y cos t x,y
180

 
   

 
 .                                    (10) 162 

Thus the frequency domain solver permits to reproduce periodic time-dependent responses 163 

while avoiding the use of a time domain solver. 164 

3. Synthetic application 165 

3.1. Model structure 166 

In order to interpret drawdown responses to harmonic pumping tests in a real karstic aquifer 167 

(Terrieu, Southern France), we have studied the spatial drawdown responses from a synthetic 168 

case model of dimensions 50 m 50 m. This synthetic case model was built in consideration of 169 

our current understanding of the Terrieu karstic field (presented more specifically in section 170 

4.1) and our pumping signals during investigations at the field site. A simple karstic network is 171 
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represented in the model as a 1D discrete geometry in a 2D continuum homogeneous matrix 172 

(Figure 1). 173 

 174 

Figure 1: The theoretical synthetic case used to study the responses of a harmonic pumping in 175 

a karstic field. A karstic network (in blue) composed of a large conduit (LC) and two thin 176 

conduits (TC) crosses a homogeneous matrix (in white). All conduits are 1-D features in the 177 

model, but shown with conductivity-weighted thicknesses for clarity. Eight different boreholes 178 

are positioned in the model and represent pumping or measurement points. 179 

 180 

The homogeneous matrix is associated with a 10-6 m/s conductivity value and a 10-4 m-1 specific 181 

storage value. The karstic network is composed of a large conduit with a 0.1 m/s equivalent 182 

hydraulic conductivity and two thin conduits with a 0.01 m/s equivalent hydraulic conductivity. 183 

The whole conduit network is associated with a 10-8 m-1 specific storage. 184 

Eight different boreholes have been placed in this model at different strategic positions (Table 185 

1). Three boreholes are located in the large conduit (LC: P5, P6, P8), two in the thin conduit 186 

(TC: P2, P3), two in the matrix but near to the conduit network (M-NC: P1, P4) and one in the 187 

matrix, distant from the conduit network (M: P7). We applied a 5 min period harmonic pumping 188 

signal (as defined in Eq. 1) in each of these boreholes alternatively, while measuring the 189 
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drawdown responses in the seven other boreholes. Different values of pumping amplitudes and 190 

mean flow rates were chosen according to the positioning of the pumping borehole (in a conduit 191 

or the matrix) in order to simulate a difference of productivity at each location. 192 

Table 1: Coordinates, position and pumping signal parameters for the eight boreholes. For the 193 

positioning M=Matrix, TC=Thin Conduit, LC=Large Conduit and NC=Near Conduit. The 194 

pumping signal parameters are the amplitude (QA) and the mean flow rate (Qm) (see Eq. 1). 195 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 

X ; Y (m) -10 ; -11 -10 ; 12.5 -5 ; 6.25 -2 ; 14 0 ; 0 5 ; 6.25 9 ; -5 15 ; 18.75 

Position 

M-NC  

(1 m from 

LC) 

TC TC 

M-NC  

(50 cm 

from TC) 

LC LC M LC 

QA / Qm 

(L/s) 
0.5 / 1 2 / 4 2 / 4 0.5 / 1 2 / 4 2 / 4 0.5 / 1 2 / 4 

 196 

The synthetic case model is enclosed in a 1,000 m 1,000 m buffer zone with a global 10-3 m/s 197 

conductivity value and a 10-4 m-1 specific storage value. The boundaries of the buffer zone are 198 

associated with a no-drawdown condition. Thus the buffer zone reduces boundaries effects on 199 

drawdowns simulated within the central area of the model. 200 

The governing equation (Eq. 3 and Eq. 7) for the simulation in the model were solved with the 201 

software COMSOL Multiphysics using a finite element method on a triangular adaptive grid 202 

(with a mesh refinement around the model discrete structures: the linear conduits and the 203 

boreholes points presented in Figure 1) considering the initial and boundary conditions 204 

described in Eq. 4 and Eq. 8. 205 

3.2.  Modeling in time domain  206 

We firstly solved the synthetic case model in the time domain (Eq. 3). The top graphic in Figure 207 

2 shows the time domain drawdown response in all boreholes for a harmonic pumping in P3 (in 208 

a thin conduit). Except for P7, we notice a periodic signal in the responses of each borehole. 209 

Moreover, past the first signal period, the drawdown responses can be represented as the sum 210 

of a linear drawdown (extracted by linear regression) and a purely oscillatory signal (Figure 2). 211 
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This oscillatory signal can be parameterized, for each borehole, by a value of amplitude and a 212 

value of phase offset. In the particular case of P7, its oscillatory signal is almost null (< 1 mm), 213 

thus its drawdown response is composed almost exclusively of a linear signal. 214 

 215 

 216 

Figure 2: Drawdown responses h  in each borehole to a harmonic pumping in P3 in a time 217 

domain simulation. If the greyed portion of the time series is not considered, these drawdown 218 
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responses can be described as the sum of a linear signal lin.h  and a purely oscillatory signal 219 

osc.h . 220 

 221 

From the observations made in Figure 2, the drawdown response at a given position, after the 222 

first signal period, can be mathematically approximated as the sum of a linear function and an 223 

oscillatory function: 224 

 

   

0 0

osc.lin.

2
h t at h Acos t H

T 180

h th t

  
     

 
 ,                                (11) 225 

with h  (in m) the time domain drawdown response, lin.h  (in m) the linear part of the response 226 

with its slope a (in m/min) and its intercept values h0 (in m), osc.h  (in m) the oscillatory part of 227 

the response with A (in m),   (in °) and T (in min) its amplitude, phase offset and period 228 

values, and H0 (in m) the initial water level (in our synthetic case, this value is considered as 229 

0). 230 

For the interpretation of the responses we will be more specifically interested in the oscillatory 231 

response osc.h . 232 

3.3.  Modeling in frequency domain 233 

3.3.1. Frequency / Time domains comparison 234 

We also solved the synthetic case in the frequency domain (Eq. 7). In this way, instead of spatial 235 

drawdown values, we calculate the spatial variation of amplitude and phase offset values in the 236 

response signal. We can then reconstruct for a given position the oscillatory signal osc.h  in the 237 

drawdown response from these amplitude and phase offset values as described in Eq. 10. By 238 

comparing the reconstructed frequency domain signals to the time domain oscillatory ones, we 239 

show that they are almost identical (see the example for pumping in P3 in Figure 3 and 240 
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Appendix 1), except for the first signal period (see Figure 2), in which the time domain signals 241 

have not reached a stationary behavior (because of the pumping signal oscillating around a non-242 

null mean rate). 243 

 244 

 245 

Figure 3: Oscillatory signals responses in each borehole for a harmonic pumping in P3, for a 246 

frequency domain simulation and a time domain simulation (avoiding the first signal period). 247 

One sees that these signals are almost the same for the two simulations. 248 

 249 

We can simulate the same oscillatory responses signals to a harmonic pumping test either with 250 

a time domain solver, or with a frequency domain solver (if we put aside the first period where 251 

the time domain responses have not reach their stationary behavior, and thus are not 252 
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reproducible in the frequency domain). However, in our case, the frequency-domain solver is 253 

more useful, as it provides directly the spatial distribution of the oscillatory responses amplitude 254 

and phase offset values that interest us for the interpretation part. There is no need of signal 255 

decomposition as in the time domain simulations. The frequency domain solver is also faster 256 

than the time domain one as we don’t have to simulate different time steps (for the simulations 257 

on the presented synthetic case the frequency domain solver was approximately 120 times faster 258 

than the time domain one). 259 

Therefore, for the interpretation of the responses oscillatory signals osc.h , we have used the 260 

frequency domain simulations, and more specifically the responses’ amplitude and phase offset 261 

values at the position of the different boreholes. 262 

3.3.2. Analysis of the harmonic hydraulic responses 263 

In order to interpret the spatial responses to harmonic pumping at a point in the karstic synthetic 264 

case, we have specifically studied the amplitude and phase offset values in these oscillatory 265 

signal responses. We have observed that, depending on the pumping borehole location, the 266 

responses could be highly variable. From Figure 4 we first state that the oscillatory signal 267 

amplitude response is not proportional to the distance between the measurement points and the 268 

pumping point, as it would be expected in a purely homogeneous aquifer. In our synthetic case, 269 

the spatial responses were controlled by the degree of connectivity between the pumping point, 270 

the flow path induced by the pumping, and the measurement point. In particular cases, if the 271 

pumping borehole is positioned in the matrix, no oscillatory responses can be seen in the other 272 

boreholes (see case P7 in Figure 4). 273 
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 274 

Figure 4: Relative amplitude (%, in blue) and relative phase offset (°, in orange) values in the 275 

oscillatory responses in each borehole for different harmonic pumping locations (P4, P7, P6, 276 

P3). A dash represents an absence of oscillatory response (< 1 mm). The pumping location is 277 

indicated by ‘P’ and its drawdown oscillatory signal is considered as a 100% amplitude signal 278 

with a 0° phase offset. 279 

 280 

Four representative examples of response are presented in Figure 4, with the complete table of 281 

responses amplitudes and phases offsets for these cases presented in Appendix 2. From the 282 

analysis of the 8 different pumping cases in the synthetic model, if we pump in or near to a 283 

conduit, three degree of connectivity can be interpreted by comparing the spatial oscillatory 284 

responses relatively to the pumping signal: 285 

- Amplitude responses associated with a low phase shift (see P2, P3, P5, P8 responses for 286 

a pumping in P3 or P6 in Figure 4): the pumping point is in a conduit and the 287 

measurement point has a conduit connection to it through a flow path in the karstic 288 

network, 289 
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- Amplitude responses associated with a high phase shift: the measurement point and the 290 

pumping point have a dual connection. A prevailing part of the flow path follows the 291 

karstic network and another part is in the matrix. The response phase offset value is 292 

proportional to the matrix flow path importance. Then, either the pumping point is in 293 

the matrix near to a karstic network (see P2, P3, P5, P8 responses for a pumping in P4 294 

in Figure 4), or the measurement point is in the matrix near to the network (see P1 and 295 

P4 responses for a pumping in P3 or P6), or both with a higher phase offset (see P1 296 

response for a pumping in P4), 297 

- Negligible amplitude responses (almost no oscillatory signal) (see P7 responses in 298 

Figure 4): the prevailing part of the flow path between the measurement point and the 299 

pumping point is located in the matrix, it generates a matrix connection response. 300 

Further information can be interpreted from the relative amplitude value of the measured signals 301 

for the responses with the same phase offset. If the flow path follows a thin conduit in the 302 

network, the amplitude of the signal will decrease along the flow path away from the pumping 303 

point (see the responses in the thin conduit for the pumping case P6). The rate of decay in the 304 

responses amplitude becomes less important when the signal reaches more conductive conduits 305 

of the network (see the amplitude decay of the responses in the large conduit for the pumping 306 

case P3). The decay rate is inversely proportional to the conductivity of the conduits. 307 

The choice of the harmonic pumping period is important for a good interpretation of the 308 

oscillatory responses. We show, in Figure 5, the spatial responses’ signal differences for 309 

harmonic pumping in P6 and P3 with a same signal amplitude ( AQ = 2 L/s) but two different 310 

periods (1min – 5min). 311 
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 312 

Figure 5: Differences in relative amplitude (in blue, in %) and relative phase offset (in orange, 313 

in °) values in the oscillatory responses by decreasing from a 5 min period signal to a 1 min 314 

period signal for two different harmonic pumping locations (P6, P3). A dash represents an 315 

absence of oscillatory response (< 1 mm). The pumping location is indicated by ‘P’. The main 316 

signal differences appear for the boreholes located in the matrix, near to a conduit (P1, P4) (dual 317 

connection). 318 

 319 

The main effect of changing the period duration affects specifically the measurement boreholes 320 

that have a dual connection to the pumping borehole, while the other boreholes will have little 321 

consequent response differences. Decreasing the period from 5 min to 1 min will produce a 322 

relative decrease of the amplitude and a relative phase offset increase in the response signal of 323 

the boreholes with a dual conduit/matrix connection. Globally, this would tend to bring a ‘dual 324 

connectivity’ response closer to a ‘matrix connectivity’ response. This can be clearly seen in 325 

the oscillatory responses reconstructed from Eq. 10 (Figure 6). For a 1 min pumping period, 326 

there is no significant signal changes for the boreholes in the conduits, but the oscillatory signals 327 

for the boreholes in the matrix tend to disappear compared to their responses to a 5 min pumping 328 

period signal (especially for P1 that becomes closer to the P7 ‘matrix connectivity’ signal). 329 
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 330 

Figure 6: Comparison of the oscillatory relative responses for a harmonic pumping in P3 for a 331 

1min period signal during 6 min (full line) and a 5min period signal during 30 min (dotted line). 332 

The measurement boreholes have been separated regarding their location: in a conduit (P2, P5, 333 

P6, P8) or in the matrix (P1, P4, P7). The main signal differences appear for the boreholes 334 

located in the matrix, near to a conduit (P1, P4) (dual connection). 335 

 336 

From the previous observation, we have studied the evolution of the relative amplitude and 337 

phase offset responses more specifically in the points with a dual connection to the network 338 

(P1, P4) for increasing periods (Table 2). It appears that the most important factor impacting 339 

the responses in these points is their distances to the network. Independently from the 340 

importance of the conduit in which the pumping is performed, the more a measurement point 341 

is distant from the network the more its phase offset response will evolve with a period change 342 

(see in Table 1 P1, distant from 1 m, compared to P4, distant from 50 cm). On the contrary, the 343 

relative amplitude of the response seems to be related to the productivity of the pumping 344 
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location, but is therefore less interesting for delineating the position of the measurement point. 345 

Globally, for a good characterization of the conduits positioning, it is important to choose at 346 

least two different periods in order to compare the evolution of the phase offset in the responses. 347 

These periods should be sufficiently high to avoid the risks related to a too low amplitude 348 

response (unreadable response) or a phase offset value exceeding one cycle (see Table 2) that 349 

may lead to incorrect interpretations. 350 

Table 2: Table of the relative amplitude and phase offset values in the oscillatory responses of 351 

P1 (1 m away from the network) and P4 (50 cm away from the network) to harmonic pumping 352 

in P3 and P6 and for increasing signal periods. In this table Amp.=Amplitude, P.O.=Phase 353 

Offset, TC=Thin Conduit, LC=Large Conduit, NTC=Near Thin Conduit and NLC=Near Large 354 

Conduit. Values in parentheses signify phase offsets greater than one cycle (>360°). 355 

Pump. 

point 
Meas. point 

Period 

10 s 30 s 1 min 2 min 5 min 10 min 30 min 

P3 

(TC) 

P1 

(NLC) 

Amp. 2% 3% 6% 11% 19% 26% 37% 

P.O. (-14°) (+128°) +138° +96° +62° +45° +27° 

P4 

(NTC) 

Amp. 4% 11% 19% 28% 39% 46% 55% 

P.O. (+79°) +107° +73° +52° +33° +24° +16° 

P6 

(LC) 

P1 

(NLC) 

Amp. 4% 6% 11% 19% 33% 44% 57% 

P.O. (-20°) (+124°) +129° +90° +57° +40° +23° 

P4 

(NTC) 

Amp. 5% 13% 22% 32% 44% 53% 63% 

P.O. (+51°) +106° +73° +51° +33° +24° +15° 

 356 

To summarize, when pumping in the network, studying the amplitude of the responses provides 357 

some information about the conductivity of the conduits along the flow path, while studying 358 

the phase offset of the responses permits to characterize the degree of connectivity between the 359 

measurement points. A low period pumping (high frequency) tends to highlight more 360 

specifically the boreholes directly connected to the pumping point by conduits (network flow 361 

propagation). A high period pumping (low frequency) tends to generate responses in boreholes 362 
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with a conduit or a dual connectivity to the pumping point (part of network and part of diffusive 363 

flows propagation). 364 

In order to locate only the boreholes directly connected through the conduit network, a high 365 

frequency pumping is necessary. But adding in combination responses from a lower frequency 366 

permits the identification of boreholes close to this network, which is useful information for 367 

imaging the karstic network arrangement. 368 

3.3.3. Spatial analysis on simulation maps 369 

The previous interpretation of the oscillatory signal responses to pumping signal with a 5 min 370 

period can be generalized in maps of spatial distribution of the amplitude (Figure 7) and phase 371 

offset (Figure 8) responses. 372 
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 373 

Figure 7: Maps of distribution of the amplitude value in the responses to a harmonic pumping 374 

signal with a 5 min period at different locations: in the matrix near a conduit (P4), in the matrix 375 

(P7), in a large conduit (P6), in a thin conduit (P3). 376 

 377 

The case of a pumping in P7 (in the matrix) in Figure 7 shows a typical response map that would 378 

be expected from a homogeneous aquifer with an amplitude response decreasing with the 379 

distance to the pumping point forming a circle. In the case of a pumping in P4 (in the matrix), 380 

this response circle reaches the karstic network and the signal can propagate in the conduits 381 

with a subdued amplitude. If the pumping point is directly located in a conduit of the network 382 

(P6 and P3), the oscillatory signal propagates uniquely through the flows of the conduits, 383 

highlighting the karstic network. A linear decrease of the signal amplitude is visible in the thin 384 

conduits along the flow path, but in the most conductive conduits, the signal easily propagates 385 

at a site scale without attenuation. 386 
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 387 

Figure 8: Maps of distribution of the phase offset value in the responses to a harmonic pumping 388 

signal with a 5 min period at different locations: in the matrix near a conduit (P4), in the matrix 389 

(P7), in a large conduit (P6), in a thin conduit (P3). 390 

 391 

Concerning the spatial phase offset distribution in Figure 8, the case of a pumping in P7 in the 392 

matrix highlights what would be expected from a homogeneous aquifer. The phase offset value 393 

varies in function of the distance to the pumping point, forming a circle in the figure. As this 394 

circle reaches the network, its homogeneous behavior gets stopped, but at this position the 395 

signal has already lost its whole amplitude (see P7 in Figure 7). The same ‘homogeneous 396 

behavior’ can also be seen locally in the case of a pumping in P4 (in the matrix), but the phase 397 

offset variation gets quickly ‘controlled’ by the conduit’s disposition. The phase offset remains 398 

then roughly constant along the network geometry, with a value dependent on the pumping 399 

point’s distance to the network. For a direct pumping in the network (P6, P3), independently of 400 

the conduits conductivities (as long as these conductivities are significantly higher than the 401 

matrix), there is no significant phase shifting along the conduits of the network. For all cases, 402 
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once the signal has reached the karstic network, its phase shifting value will stay constant along 403 

the conduits, but it will increase rapidly in flow paths orthogonal to the conduit (conduit to 404 

matrix flows). 405 

The effect of the signal period, already described in the previous part, can be generalized by 406 

using these same maps (Figure 9). 407 
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s 408 

Figure 9: Comparative maps of distribution of the amplitude and absolute phase offset values 409 

in the responses to a harmonic pumping at two different locations (in the matrix near a conduit 410 

(P4), in a large conduit (P6)) for a 5 min period (left) and 1 min period (right) signal. 411 
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 412 

Figure 9 shows that a shorter period (high frequency) highlights more specifically the conduit 413 

network: the signal amplitude quickly decreases and the phase offset quickly increases when 414 

the signal enters the matrix. Thus, the propagation of the signal through diffusive flows in the 415 

matrix is almost absent. On the contrary a longer period signal can propagate at longer distances 416 

along matrix diffusive flows and with less phase shifting, which permits the boreholes in the 417 

matrix to respond. By comparing the cases of P6 in the figure, for a 5 min period the diffusive 418 

behavior of this signal seems to ‘blur’ the karstic network. In fact, the responses associated to 419 

boreholes located near the conduits become undistinguishable from the responses of boreholes 420 

located directly in the conduits, and thus a precise localization of the conduit will become more 421 

difficult. Concretely this behavior is seen for P1 or P4: their responses are close to the ones of 422 

in the conduits network for a 5 min period, but their responses for a 1 min period clearly show 423 

that they are located in the matrix. 424 

4. Example of harmonic pumping investigation 425 

4.1.  Site presentation 426 

We now apply the lessons learned from our analysis of synthetic data trends to a true field case. 427 

We have performed an oscillatory pumping test on the well-studied Terrieu karstic field 428 

(approximately 2,500 m²) near to Montpellier, in Southern France. The oscillations in the 429 

pumping rate were controlled by a programmable electrical device based on a dimmer, linked 430 

to the pump. This site has been studied in two recent thesis (Jazayeri Noushabadi 2009 ; Dausse 431 

2015) and several articles (Jourde et al. 2002; Jazayeri Noushabadi et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2016 432 

; Wang et al. 2017). The property values used in the synthetic model are inspired from conduits, 433 

fractures, matrix and regional property estimations issued from investigations presented in 434 

Dausse (2015). The Terrieu karstic field is part of the MEDYCYSS observatory (Jourde et al. 435 
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2011), and an experimental site of the French National Karst Observatory (SNO Karst - 436 

www.sokarst.org).  437 

 438 

Figure 10: Boreholes locations on the Terrieu site. The colors for P2, P9, P10 and P15 refer to 439 

the colors used to designate these boreholes in Figure 11. The blue line indicates a conduit 440 

connectivity assessed from previous investigations (Dausse 2015; Wang et al. 2016). The 441 

boreholes in light grey were not measured during the harmonic pumping test. 442 

 443 

This site is investigated through 22 boreholes (Figure 10) and lies on a confined aquifer. 444 

Observed conduits through downhole videos (Jazayeri Noushabadi et al. 2011), located 445 

between 35 m and 45 m under the surface, have been generated at a sloped and fractured 446 

interface between marly Cretaceous and massive Jurassic limestones. Both units have very low 447 

permeability, which permits to consider the karstic aquifer to be confined. At the time of the 448 

field investigation karst features located at the sloped interface were fully saturated. These 449 

conduits have an aperture that can reach 20 to 50 cm. Previous field investigations (packer tests, 450 

temperature and electrical conductivity logging) have permitted to highlight a preferential flow 451 

path (see blue line in Figure 10) within this karstified interface crossing several boreholes 452 
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(Jazayeri Noushabadi 2009; Dausse 2015). This preferential flow path could the consequence 453 

of a network of conduits directly connecting these points. 454 

A pumping investigation was conducted with an electronical automata device connected to the 455 

pump and generating oscillations in the pumping rate. A harmonic pumping test was led for 30 456 

min on the borehole P15 with a period of 5 min with flow rates that varied between 3.2 m3/h 457 

and 7.4 m3/h. In other words, the signal from this pumping can be represented as a constant-458 

rate pumping test of magnitude 5.3 m3/h ( mQ ) convolved with an oscillatory (net zero) pumping 459 

signal with period 5 minutes and amplitude 2.1 m3/h ( AQ ). The signal drawdown responses 460 

were measured in 12 other boreholes, additionally to a measurement in the pumping borehole 461 

itself. 462 

4.2.  Example of typical responses 463 

The upper graph in Figure 11 shows the drawdown measurement in the pumping borehole 464 

(P15), and example of measured responses in three other boreholes (P2, P9 and P10). These 465 

three boreholes are approximately at the same distance from the pumping point. 466 
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 467 

Figure 11: Example of different type of responses registered during the 5 min period harmonic 468 

pumping test in P15 on the Terrieu site. The top graph shows the complete responses and the 469 

bottom graph shows the purely oscillatory responses after having subtracted the linear signal. 470 

 471 

This graph shows that the field measured responses have the same behavior as the theoretical 472 

ones, with additional noise. The drawdown responses, if we pass over the first pumping period, 473 

can be approximately decomposed as an addition of a purely linear signal and a purely 474 

oscillatory signal of the form of Eq. 10 (shown in the lower graph of Figure 11). The amplitude 475 

and phase offset analysis of the oscillatory signal of the three chosen measured responses 476 

examples also show that we have the same type of responses in this field case as seen in the 477 

theoretical case: responses with measurable amplitude and a low phase offset (P2), responses 478 

with similar amplitude but a high phase offset (P9), and responses that contain no measurable 479 
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oscillatory component (P10). Therefore, it seems acceptable to test the same interpretation that 480 

we made on the theoretical case for the field data. 481 

4.3. Interpretation of the responses 482 

We decomposed the entire set of measured drawdowns (following Eq. 11) in order to keep only 483 

their oscillatory signal (the oscillatory responses in each borehole are presented in Figure 12). 484 

We have then fit these oscillatory signals to function of the form of Eq. 10 with amplitude and 485 

phase offset as variable parameters. 486 

 487 

Figure 12: Registered oscillatory responses for each measurement borehole compared to the 488 

T= 5 min period pumping borehole signal (full lines) and the interpreted signals for an 489 

equation form of Eq. 10 with variables amplitude and phase offset values (dotted lines). 490 
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As for the interpretation of the amplitude and phase offset values from the frequency domain 492 

modeling of the theoretical case in Part 3.3.2, we have produced in Figure 13 a map of the 493 

measured amplitude and phase offset values from the oscillatory responses to pumping at a 494 

point within the karstic network. 495 

 496 

Figure 13: Example of a possible conduits network (inside the zone delineated by violet dotted 497 

boundaries) interpreted from the boreholes connectivity by applying the same analysis than in 498 

the synthetic case. The captions represent the relative amplitude (in blue, in %) and relative 499 

phase offset (in orange, in °) values in the oscillatory responses in each measured borehole. A 500 

dash represents an absence of oscillatory response (< 1 mm). The pumping location is indicated 501 

by ‘P’. The blue line indicates a conduit connectivity known from previous investigations 502 

(Jazayeri Noushabadi 2009; Dausse 2015). 503 

 504 

The relative amplitude values of the responses vary between 0% (no oscillatory response) and 505 

35%, and the relative phase offset values vary between +30° and +140° (relatively to the 506 

pumping signal). From downhole observations and productivity estimations on the pumping 507 

well P15 (Jazayeri Noushabadi et al. 2011), we know that this well is located in a conduit of 508 

the network.  509 
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By analyzing the phase offset value, we note that the lower phase offset values are around 510 

+30°/+50°, and that several points have this same phase shift. This would indicate the presence 511 

of a network of conduits directly connecting these boreholes (‘conduit’ connectivity: P0, P2, 512 

P11, P19, P20) to the pumping point P15 (a possible network of conduits is proposed, within 513 

the zone delineated by the violet dotted boundaries, in Figure 13). Then, the other boreholes 514 

(‘dual’ connectivity: P1, P5, P9, P21; ‘matrix’ connectivity’: P4, P10) would have coherent 515 

responses toward this conduit network, similar to those seen in the study of the synthetic case 516 

(‘dual’ or ‘matrix’ connectivity). The more a borehole is distant to this possible conduit 517 

network, the more its response signal relatively to the pumping signal has a low amplitude and 518 

a high phase shift (for the more distant boreholes P4 and P10, the oscillatory signal disappear 519 

which indicate a ‘matrix’ connectivity). Only P13 would present an incoherent response (with 520 

both a high amplitude response and a high phase shift), but its true signal was too noisy to 521 

permit a good amplitude and phase offset parameters fitting (see P13 in Figure 12). This 522 

incoherent result can be attributed to a bad signal measurement. Except this point, the other 11 523 

measured responses on the field are coherent with the behaviors interpreted in the theoretical 524 

study case. 525 

The conduit connectivity highlighted from the method presented in this article is coherent with 526 

the direct connectivity already highlighted from previous investigations (blue line in Figure 13), 527 

which tend to strengthen the validity of this interpretation. Furthermore, P19, which was not 528 

found as connected in the previous investigation, appears to be directly connected in this work. 529 

However, this connectivity information would require a supplementary validation in the next 530 

field campaigns. 531 

We have finally made quantitative estimation on the property values in the field, relatively to 532 

each response, in order to compare these estimations to the previously found degree of 533 

connectivity. These estimations were made by finding, for each response, an equivalent 534 
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homogeneous model (
eqK  and 

S,eqS ) reproducing the response amplitude and phase offset. The 535 

optimization of 
eqK  and 

S,eqS  in each case was performed through a classical least square 536 

minimization criterion inversion. It appears that P0, P2, P11, P20 (interpret as connected 537 

through conduits), and P13 require high 
eqK  values (10-2 to 10 m/s) and low 

S,eqS  (10-8 to 10-7 538 

m-1). P5, P9, P21 (interpret as dual connectivity responses), and P19 (interpreted as directly 539 

connected) require high 
eqK  values (10-3 to 10-2 m/s) and high 

S,eqS  (10-4 to 10-3 m-1). Finally, 540 

P1 (interpreted as dual connectivity response), and P4 and P10 (interpreted as a prevailing 541 

matrix connection) require low 
eqK  values (10-6 m/s) and high 

S,eqS  (10-4 m-1). Globally three 542 

categories of estimated equivalent properties can also be highlighted and would correspond to 543 

the previously described degree of connectivity: conduit connectivity (high 
eqK , low 

S,eqS ), 544 

dual connectivity (high 
eqK , high 

S,eqS ), and matrix connectivity (low 
eqK , high 

S,eqS ). In this 545 

case only P19 appears to be rather connected in a ‘dual’ manner and P1 rather as a matrix point, 546 

which nuance the interpretation of some responses at the limit of the defined categories. 547 

From these results, we believe that the qualitative method of interpretation of harmonic signal 548 

responses developed in this work can facilitate interpreting the degree of connectivity of karstic 549 

field responses to an oscillatory signal, especially in order to characterize and localize the 550 

conduits network through the boreholes connectivity. This interpretation can be led manually 551 

as shown in this field example. However the next step would be to use this interpretation in an 552 

inverse modeling approach (associated to a frequency domain modeling and by considering the 553 

amplitude and phase offset values of the observed and simulated responses). This approach 554 

becomes, in fact, very useful when the amount and complexity of responses to interpret is 555 

important. The Cellular Automata-based Deterministic Inversion developed in Fischer et al. 556 

(2017) would provide in this case interesting results, as it would permit to generate both 557 

adequate conduits network and property distributions (conductivity and specific storage) for the 558 
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reproduction of the responses, and thus go further in the quantitative analysis of the harmonic 559 

data in karstic fields. 560 

5. Discussion and conclusion 561 

We have studied the responses to harmonic pumping in a theoretical synthetic study, by 562 

applying a time domain solver and a frequency domain solver. We have firstly demonstrated 563 

that the harmonic result from the frequency domain simulation was very similar to the time 564 

domain oscillatory part, and thus, as the frequency domain solver is much faster, it is more 565 

useful for the simulation of periodic responses. 566 

From an analysis of the amplitude and the phase offset of the response relative to the pumping 567 

signal and its positioning in the model, we have proposed a global method for qualitatively 568 

interpreting a degree of hydraulic connectivity between each borehole. The amplitude and phase 569 

offset values permit to distinguish either a conduit connectivity between boreholes (flow path 570 

in the conduit network), or a dual connectivity (flow path partly in the matrix for boreholes near 571 

to a conduit but not directly in it), or a matrix connectivity (majority of flow associated with 572 

flow in the matrix). By modifying the period of the pumping signal, we can dissociate more 573 

precisely the conduit connectivity and the connectivity and obtain some information about the 574 

distance of a measurement point relatively to the karstic network. A high frequency signal will 575 

more specifically highlight the conduit flows, while a low frequency signal will give more 576 

importance to the matrix diffusive flows. 577 

In previous works Renner and Messar (2006) and Guiltinan and Becker (2015) used analytical 578 

solutions to show that, in a fractured aquifer, increasing the pumping period decreased the 579 

estimates of effective hydraulic diffusivity, due to the increase of the values of estimated 580 

storativity (while the transmissivity estimations remained almost unchanged), which was 581 

associated to a mobilization of the surrounding fracture void spaces. In our karstic model this 582 
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observation would be related to the behavior of a well in the matrix near to a conduit, where the 583 

signal can better propagate within the high storage that represents the matrix when the pumping 584 

period is increased. As it has been noticed by Rabinovich et al. (2015) with the use of a 585 

heterogeneity model for a porous aquifer, flows (by extension the harmonic signal) will 586 

preferentially propagate in the most conductive media, especially at lower pumping period, 587 

which is also what we observe in our karstic model between conduits and matrix flows, when 588 

pumping at different periods. The results we present in this article between amplitude ratio and 589 

phase shifting and the degree of connectivity of boreholes show equivalent relations (in a more 590 

accentuated way) than those presented by Guiltinan and Becker (2015) in a fractured aquifer. 591 

The harmonic signal will arrive with an important attenuation and phase shift between areas 592 

badly connected and, on the contrary, almost unchanged when fractures (or in our case a 593 

conduit) connect two boreholes. 594 

In order to test the validity of our signal analysis method, we have confronted the same 595 

interpretation for a set of responses from a true karstic field to a harmonic pumping. The 596 

interpretation permitted to delineate the main flow paths easily and quickly by satisfying all 597 

measurement. This method could be generalized for a manual interpretation of a set of field 598 

responses. The benefits brought here by the harmonic tests compared to the other connectivity 599 

investigations done on the same site (packers, temperature and electrical conductivity) and to 600 

constant-rate pumping can be found in the easier extraction of the signal in the responses (with 601 

filtering techniques), even when responses are noised, and from the possibility to simulate the 602 

responses with a modeling in a frequency domain, much quicker than the time domain. 603 

Furthermore, the possibility of simulating the amplitude and phase offset values in the responses 604 

using a frequency domain modeling permits a more affordable application of this interpretation 605 

method in an inversion approach. 606 
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We have presented in the field part only the results from one pumping test associated to one 607 

period, selected from a campaign of pumping tests in which several different boreholes and 608 

different period values were tested. In order to interpret simultaneously all responses from all 609 

harmonic pumping tests, we have to use an inverse modeling. This technique is already widely 610 

used to characterize and quantify the heterogeneity in fractured and karstic fields, by 611 

interpreting the responses to constant-rate pumping hydraulic tomography (Hao et al. 2008 ; 612 

Illman et al. 2009 ; Castagna et al. 2011 ; Illman 2014 ; Zha et al. 2016 ; Wang et al. 2017). In 613 

a future work, we plan to focus more specifically our discussion on the quantitative analysis of 614 

the harmonic pumping responses in a karstic field, by associating them to a conduit network 615 

hydraulic imagery, based on an inverse modeling approach and its ability to reproduce the 616 

complete set of responses with a given distribution of properties. 617 
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Appendix 622 

Appendix 1: Oscillatory response amplitude and phase offset values at the position of the 623 

different boreholes for a harmonic pumping in P3. We have estimated these values from a 624 

frequency domain simulation and from a time domain simulation (avoiding the first signal 625 

period). One sees that these values are almost the same for the two simulations. 626 

 Frequency domain simulation Time domain simulation 

 Amplitude (m) Phase offset (°) Amplitude (m) Phase offset (°) 

P1 0.4 70 0.4 72 

P2 1.51 11 1.51 12 

P3 2.1 8 2.1 9 

P4 0.81 41 0.81 42 

P5 1.15 14 1.15 15 

P6 1.1 14 1.11 15 

P7 0 -- -- -- 

P8 1.03 15 1.03 15 

  627 
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Appendix 2: Table of the real and relative amplitude and phase offset values in the oscillatory 628 

responses to different harmonic pumping locations and for two different signal periods. For 629 

each pumping case, the boreholes are sort by increasing distance to the pumping point. A dash 630 

represents an absence of oscillatory response (< 1 mm). 631 

   P   e   r   i   o   d       =       5       m   i   n P   e   r   i   o   d       =       1       m   i   n 

Pumping 

Point 
Borehole 

Distance 

(m) 

Amplitude 

(m) 

Phase 

offset 

(°) 

Relat. 

amplitude 

(%) 

Relat. 

phase 

offset 

(°) 

Amplitude 

(m) 

Phase 

offset 

(°) 

Relat. 

amplitude 

(%) 

Relat. 

phase 

offset 

(°) 

P3 

P3 0 2.1 8 100 0 1.81 11 100 0 

P2 8 1.51 11 72 3 1.23 16 68 5 

P5 8 1.15 14 54 6 0.89 21 49 10 

P4 8 0.81 41 39 33 0.34 84 19 73 

P6 10 1.1 14 53 6 0.85 22 47 11 

P1 18 0.4 70 19 62 0.1 149 6 138 

P7 18 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P8 24 1.03 15 49 7 0.78 23 43 12 

P4 

P4 0 236.31 9 100 0 191.12 20 100 0 

P2 8 0.26 39 0.11 30 0.11 80 0.06 60 

P3 8 0.2 41 0.09 33 0.09 84 0.05 64 

P6 10 0.15 45 0.06 36 0.06 90 0.03 69 

P5 14 0.15 45 0.06 36 0.06 90 0.03 70 

P8 18 0.16 44 0.07 35 0.16 88 0.08 68 

P7 22 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P1 26 0.05 101 0.02 92 0.06 -142 0.03 -162 

P6 

P6 0 1.38 12 100 0 1.12 17 100 0 

P5 8 1.3 12 94 1 1.04 18 93 1 

P3 10 1.1 14 80 3 0.85 22 76 5 

P4 10 0.61 45 44 33 0.25 90 22 73 

P7 12 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P8 16 1.23 13 89 1 0.97 19 87 2 

P2 16 0.93 17 67 5 0.69 25 62 9 

P1 23 0.46 68 33 57 0.12 146 11 129 

P7 

P7 0 174.03 22 100 0 110.86 40 100 0 

P5 10 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P6 12 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P3 18 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P1 20 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P4 22 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P8 24 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

P2 26 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
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